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The year 2020 has been very tough for everyone on planet Earth – and of course Horizons has been 
profoundly affected too. After a period of steady development, we were stopped in our tracks just as we 
were about to get started on another sailing season. 

A year later, we are now looking forward to an opportunity to go sailing again when the summer comes. 
This is only possible because when the virus forced us off the water we made it a priority to preserve all our 
resources so that we could come back strong when the time is right.  

Horizons is a Children’s Sailing Charity but we also operate like a small business, so we have been able to 
benefit from the various mechanisms provided by the Government to support us through the crisis – 
unfortunately this has meant that we had to furlough our brilliant Staff and rely on the Trustees to keep the 
organisation intact. 

This was particularly tough for Simon, Annette and Lois who want nothing more than to be delivering all 
our fantastic activities. We depend enormously on them and are very grateful for their loyalty and patience 
as we work through this. Much of the administrative burden has been taken on by Rory Anderson who has 
managed the finances and the Trustees have been meeting regularly to monitor developments as the 
months go by. 

Although the Staff and Trustees have kept in touch throughout this difficult period, it has been very hard to 
stay connected with our Volunteers and Cadets – two of the most important parts of Horizons. In the early 
days of lockdown we had some great Zoom sessions with the Cadets (special thanks to Phil, Michael, Sam 
and Tara) but when the time comes, it will be great to get back sailing together again! 

Horizons is 30 years old this year. It has survived many changes during this time, but never lost its vision to 
help the young people in our community, especially those facing the challenge of disadvantage or 
additional needs. Many different people have kept Horizons going over the decades and it is good that we 
can always find new people, with fresh ideas and skills, to continue in this mission. 

So we can look forward to the future with all our Staff, boats, buildings, buoyancy aids, bits of rope and 
everything else intact – as well as two fantastic new Trustees. I am enormously grateful for the support I 
have received from everyone in Horizons where I have had the opportunity to serve as a Trustee for 8 
years. I am handing over the Chair to James Hill and look forward to continuing to be out on the water as a 
Volunteer. 

Andrew Eccleston 
Chair of Trustees 


